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About Us

- **Hannah Fell** Math major, Westminster College: I will be using data science to analyze qualitative and quantitative data collected throughout our research while learning more about cyber security and digital forensics as a whole.

- **Yetunde Oloko** National/Cyber Security major, NJCU: I will be using my cyber security skills to assess current digital forensics certifications, identify equivalency classes as well as gaps in available training for law enforcement officers and judges.
Digital Forensics

- **What is it:** Branch of forensic science focused on recovery and investigation of artifacts found on digital devices [1].
- **Examples:** pulling evidence from cell phone data, Instagram accounts, a large international company’s server system, cloud storage systems
- **Takeaways:** Constant training for patrol officers, prosecutors, and judges is required to promote a better collection of digital evidence [2].
Skill and Employment Demand Data

Image from [4]
Homeland Security works to improve the security of the U.S. by monitoring customs and immigration enforcement, responding to natural and manmade disasters, and doing antiterrorism work and cyber security [5].

Our project is a part of the funded Department of Homeland Security project, “Best Practices for Sharing Digital Evidence.”

FLETC is one of the nation's largest providers of law enforcement training [6].
Introduction to Problem

● **Difficulties**: Digital forensics is a rapidly changing field and is relatively new in the criminal justice system. It can be difficult for investigators to manipulate and store digital evidence. Furthermore, state and local law enforcement are sometimes short of funds.

Overall CINA Project

● Analyze training and certification requirements for digital forensics for Homeland Security investigative units and State and Local Law Enforcement.
● Work with FLETC to identify opportunities and gaps in digital forensics training.
● Recommend digital forensics training and certification pathways to standardize training and certification across all of Homeland Security.
Our Digital Forensics Project Goals

1. Assess current digital forensics certifications
2. Identify “equivalency classes” (groupings) of certifications (by content, type, and other attributes)
3. Identify gaps and opportunities available for training of law enforcement officers and judges
4. Use data science to analyze qualitative and quantitative data:
   ○ Subject matter of expert interview reports
   ○ Qualitative input from technical experts, project partners, researchers
   ○ Ongoing database of available certifications/classes
   ○ Employment/labor hiring raw data
   ○ Practitioner survey data
5. Interpret and perform data analysis, continually gathering more data as needed
6. Gather insights and present findings to practitioners
7. Present at professional venue, to practitioners, and make a national impact on training
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